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The cold supply chain is critical
Pharmaceutical products require precisely controlled environmental conditions

Manufacturer
Takeda, Pfizer

• Deviation of environmental conditions may lead to wrong dosage or could even be lethal
• Temperature monitoring solutions ensure compliance of the cold chain
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Cold chain compliance is a global problem
• Less than 10% of countries meet WHO recommendations for vaccine management practices
• Affects every country (including the US) to different degrees
• Rapid scalable solution is vital right now

mentalfloss.com
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The Vaccine Wars

(source: https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-55411830)

• The complex global supply chain for vaccines ranges from factories in one
country to internet-connected fridges in another.

• IBM has already said it has seen suspected state-hackers target the "cold
chain" used to keep supplies at the right temperature during transportation.
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Limitations of current technology
Electronic temperature data loggers
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

Bulky due to batteries and circuitry
Deployed at container level
Often miss last-mile compliance
Not co-located with biological sample
Intermittent logging
Expensive – many > $20

Passive sensors

◦ Do not provide accurate quantifiable results
◦ Harder to integrate with IT systems
◦ Not cost-effective enough (> $1)
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Free Dynamics provides a better solution
Principle of operation
• Once initialized, the dynamical system
operates autonomously for months

• The dynamics of the system are a
function of temperature

• Interrogating system state reveals
temperature disruption in the past

 Features
Micrograph of fabricated prototype
Further Reading:
1.
2.
3.

Mehta et. al., Nature Comm. 2020
Chakrabartty et. al., US Patent 2019
Zhou et al. IEEE IOT 2019, IEEE TED
2017.

 Patented system operates without batteries
 Standard silicon manufacturing processes
 Millimeter-scale
 Cost effective (<20¢)

 Can be deployed with each vial!
 Tamper-resistant design adds a layer of security against counterfeiting
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Markets and business model
• Cold chain monitoring market projected to grow at annualized
rate of 18%

Market Size

• Pharma industry makes for 25% of the cold chain – 12 billion
vials consumed in 2019
• Public health rules and regulations will lead to adoption
• Business model:
 Sell fabricated chips to pharma manufacturers and/or
logistic providers
 Add-on software and support for asset tracking and
monitoring
 License IP to current players in the space
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Business Model Canvas
Key Partners
•

Washington Univ. holds
intellectual property
WashU collaboration for
fundamental research:

•
•
•

•
•

•

•

Prof. Chakrabartty’s AIMLab
Prof. Srikanth Singamaneni

TSMC foundries will be used for
manufacturing
Muse Semi provides access to
TSMC silicon manufacturing at
prototype scale
As an alternative, chips could be
manufactured in ON Semi, with
access provided via Euro Practice
Pharma partner to test the system
in field.

Free Dynamics

Key Activities
•
•
•
•

Silicon manufacturing requires
Cadence (or other EDA) design
In-lab verification, preferably by
third party
Field testing in end-to-end realistic
conditions
Developing software for
interfacing and decoding relevant
information

Key Resources
•

•

•

Sector:

Cold Supply Chain

•
•

We are providing unit-level costeffective time-temperature monitoring
solution
•
Battery-free operation
•
Time-temperature integration
•
mm-scale hardware
•
Compatible with conventional
silicon manufacturing
•
Tamper-resistant
•
Reducing risk of product not
stored properly
•
Ensuring compliance on a perproduct scale, with less overhead

Primary resource is silicon
process compatible IP and
technical know-how on design and
development
Accurate software models for
device level physics (as trade
secrets?). These include decoding
temperature and identity
information from device
measurement
Downstream engineering
expertise for interfacing systems

•
•
•

Employee cost and retention are first major hurdle (healthcare, taxes, benefits, etc)
Major upfront expense in procuring the custom chips to enable sensing. Strong economies of scale
due to advances in silicon manufacturing
Minor cost in maintaining cyber infrastructure
Unknown costs related to IP as we have not negotiated those
Pricing may be a mix of cost-based and value-based. Hardware could be based on costs with premium
software features (authentication, anti tampering) as value additions.

Date:

Customer Relationships

Value Propositions

Cost Structure

Darshit / Kenji / Shantanu
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•
•
•
•

Industry requires proof of concept,
working demos to deploy
Customers expect an app that
gives simple diagnostics
Government needs to have
evidence of value propositions
No existing relationships

Channels
•
•

•

Direct sales to pharma
manufacturers/logistics providers
Widespread deployment can be
achieved by selling through
current temperature monitoring
service providers once technology
has been validated.
Government regulation would
happen after the business is
established

2020 – 12 – 30

Version:

0.1a

Customer Segments
•
•
•

Pharmaceuticals
COVID-19 vaccine
Insulin

•
•
•

Food storage
Frozen goods
Archival monitoring of plastics

•

End-users can be confident
supply chain between
manufacturing and usage was
maintained
Manufacturers can protect their
brand
Supply chain storage/transporters
can prove adherence to protocol
Governments can reduce public
health risks

•
•
•

Revenue Streams
•
•
•

Manufacturers and healthcare providers will be willing to protect their brand for a small premium
Looking at asset sales (small tags) to place on vials, could charge a per-lookup fee if using the
additional tamper-resistant timer features
For non-prescription perishable items, end-users/retailers could look up the status on a paid phonebased app.

Business Model Canvas
Key Partners
Who are our Key Partners? Who are
our key suppliers? Which Key
Resources are we acquiring from
partners? Which Key Activities do
partners perform?
MOTIVATIONS FOR
PARTNERSHIPS:
Optimization and economy, Reduction
of risk and uncertainty, Acquisition of
particular resources and activities
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Key Activities
What Key Activities do our Value
Propositions require? Our Distribution
Channels? Customer Relationships?
Revenue streams?
CATEGORIES:
Production, Problem Solving,
Platform/Network

Key Resources

Sector:

Customer Relationships

Value Propositions
What value do we deliver to the
customer? Which one of our
customer’s problems are we helping to
solve? What bundles of products and
services are we offering to each
Customer Segment? Which customer
needs are we satisfying?
CHARACTERISTICS:
Newness, Performance,
Customization, “Getting the Job Done”,
Design, Brand/Status, Price, Cost
Reduction, Risk Reduction,
Accessibility, Convenience/Usability

What Key Resources do our Value
Propositions require? Our Distribution
Channels? Customer Relationships
Revenue Streams?

What are the most important costs inherent in our business model? Which Key Resources are most
expensive? Which Key Activities are most expensive?
IS YOUR BUSINESS MORE: Cost Driven (leanest cost structure, low price value proposition, maximum
automation, extensive outsourcing), Value Driven (focused on value creation, premium value proposition).
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: Fixed Costs (salaries, rents, utilities), Variable costs, Economies of scale,
Economies of scope

What type of relationship does each of
our Customer Segments expect us to
establish and maintain with them?
Which ones have we established?
How are they integrated with the rest
of our business model? How costly are
they?

Version:

Customer Segments
For whom are we creating value? Who
are our most important customers? Is
our customer base a Mass Market,
Niche Market, Segmented, Diversified,
Multi-sided Platform

Channels
Through which Channels do our
Customer Segments want to be
reached? How are we reaching them
now? How are our Channels
integrated? Which ones work best?
Which ones are most cost-efficient?
How are we integrating them with
customer routines?

TYPES OF RESOURCES:
Physical, Intellectual (brand patents,
copyrights, data), Human, Financial

Cost Structure

Date:
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Revenue Streams
For what value are our customers really willing to pay? For what do they currently pay? How are they
currently paying? How would they prefer to pay? How much does each Revenue Stream contribute to
overall revenues?
TYPES: Asset sale, Usage fee, Subscription Fees, Lending/Renting/Leasing, Licensing, Brokerage fees,
Advertising
FIXED PRICING: List Price, Product feature dependent, Customer segment dependent, Volume
dependent
DYNAMIC PRICING: Negotiation (bargaining), Yield Management, Real-time-Market

Thank you
For further enquiries, please contact Darshit
(d.mehta@wustl.edu) OR Kenji (kenji@freedynamics.tech)
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Dynamical solution

 Cost effective (<10¢), battery-free device
 Can be deployed on every vial
 Tamper-resistant design adds a layer of security against counterfeiting
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